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Compare and contrast essay worksheet pdf

Compare summer holiday reports Read two student reports about their summer holidays and see what comes out. Texas and Maine: Compare and Contrast States One is up North and One is South, but what else? School lunch comparisons Three boys eat lunch, but who eats what? Transport Comparison and Contrast Essay We compare the different
methods we have available. Compare and contrast We write about the differences. Comparison of zoo animals This is a neat one that children enjoy. Do you ever have a minute to think about these differences? Compare and contrast lists We give you two lists, what is the difference? Contrast Elizabeth's parents What is the difference between mom and dad,
besides the obvious. Compare and Contrast Awards Two awards are awarded. What is similar and what is different? What do we have in common? Version 1 What do all three things have in common?&lt; What is not included? Version 1 This is fun for teachers. What do we have in common? Version 2 More a good thing. What is not included? Version 2 A
great activity for the last 5 minutes of the lesson. What do we have in common? Again version 3 Now we will spoil you... What is not included? Version 3 A real treat for you.Compare and Contrast Related Teacher Resources Subscribe to full access to the latest and best resources from eslflow.com. There are no advertisements in the newsletter and you will
regularly receive entertaining, high-quality and up-to-date teaching materials. And when you sign up, you will support the eslflow website. Jimmy and Evelyn have both written about their last birthday parties. Read both paragraphs. Then compare and contrast them by writing the things they've done in the lines below under their names. If they did something
that was the same, write it in the middle. Think of two buildings you know. They can be two different houses, two different schools or any combination of buildings. Writers use transition words to track writing more easily, and a kind of transition indicates that the author compares or contrasts things. This organizational pattern emphasizes the similarities or
differences between two or more elements. Read each sentence. Does it compare or contrast? Underline the keywords. Write your answer in the line. Compare and compare two subjects you are studying at school. Select one of the following write prompts. Write a comparison and contrast paragraph that answers the prompt. Write as much as possible, as
soon as possible, in five Use the back of the page if you need more storage space. . In the Alternating method, you compare and contrast two topics point by point. In the separation method, you make all your points about the first topic; then make all your points about the second topic. This is a nice mix of heel Sentence work. You can also use a Venn
diagram to map what is the same and what differs from two topics in a letter. For this exercise, you're using a Venn diagram to organize your thoughts on two topics. Then write a paragraph that compares and/or contrasts the topics. Read the passage. Then answer the questions. Which sentence best describes the general purpose of this article? Peter and
Marcus have both written short descriptions of their pets. Read each description. Then fill in the Venn diagram below to compare the two dogs. Does it use an alternating or dividing pattern? Write your answer in the line. Think of your parents. Are they very similar? Or does a case of contradictions attract? Use an alternating pattern to write a paragraph that
compares and contrasts it. Compare the robots we put in front of you. Identify at least three differences in the way Dickens describes the old men. Then write two versions of a paragraph in which you contrast the passages. In the first version, use the alternating pattern of contrast. In the second version, use the contrast separation method. Based on the two
paragraphs, the way domestic cats and tigers are the same? How are Ms Wetters and Mrs Henry the same and different on the basis of the two paragraphs? How are paper greeting cards and electronic cards the same and different based on the two paragraphs? Name three things that eat birds that dragonflies don't. Who would lie on the banks of the stream
for a day and enjoy the sun? Why is the umbilical orange the most popular to eat? Compare and Contrast is a text structure or organizational pattern that examines the similarities and differences of two or more things. It is important to remember that similarities and differences should be discussed with the comparison and contrast text structure. If the text
deals only with similarities, only comparisons are made. Similarly, it is only contrasting if it only discusses ways in which things are different. The text must be considered both as a comparison and as a contrast. Example: Apples and oranges are both fruits, which means that they have seeds in them. Each has a skin, but orange skins are thick and easy to
peel. Apple skins are thinner and do not peel easily. Oranges also contain more acidity than apples, but both fruits are delicious. Compare and Contrast Graphic Organizer Identify when the writer compares and Contrastism is usually not difficult because the speaker will jump back and forth between two themes and Pattern is generally fairly easy to recognize.
Here are, however, some signal words that may indicate that the text is written with the comparison and contrast organization pattern: unlike both, neither, nor similarly and differently. Here's a simple worksheet to compare and contrast when your students need more practice. Here's more complex set of text structure worksheets when students are ready to
move forward. More information about text structure patterns of organizational text structure worksheets and activities Interactive text structure practice quiz All reading worksheets Worksheets
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